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Submission on Environment Canterbury Air Regional Plan:

Over some years I have been concerned that in its various prognostications E. Can has shown absolutely no interest in the considerable impact on pollution readings by the climatic condition known as "the inversion layer".

Some years ago Enviroment Waikato website included a helpful explanation as follows: "the inversion layer acts like a lid which prevents all pollution escaping to the upper atmosphere".

On this basis we may expect pollution readings when an inversion layer is present to increase mathematically hour by hour.

For example if the inversion layer is present for eight hours, the final pollution reading will be multiplied by eight times what would be expected had the inversion layer not been present.

Looking back over the pollution readings for the year prior to the earthquakes, there were apparently random high readings on perhaps twelve nights in Christchurch.

The only possible explanation for these high readings, can be attributed to an inversion layer being present on the day concerned.

I would hope that this matter is not being ignored in any new plan, as climatic conditions are obviously completely out of man's orbit to control!

On this basis I would anticipate that in any one year we could expect high pollution readings around 12 times plus or minus in Christchurch.

Perhaps to keep this matter in balance we should bear in mind that in other parts of the country where inversion layers are more frequent, their high pollution nights will be considerably more than the twelve or so we can expect in Christchurch.

In making this submission I am also aware that the Ministry of the Environment also appears to be completely out of touch with the realities associated with the "inversion layer".

While this submission may not fit neatly into the details of the Canterbury Air Regional Plan, I believe the matter is of incredible importance to anyone concerned seriously with air pollution long term.